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Free reading Manage your day to build routine find
focus and sharpen creative mind jocelyn k glei
Copy
the world has changed and the way we work has to change too with wisdom from 20 leading creative minds
manage your day to day will give you a toolkit for tackling the new challenges of a 24 7 always on workplace
summary creativity isn t inherent you have to hone it here are a few ways to do that based on neuroscience engage
with nature looking at trees and leaves instead of our electronic devices brain exercises can be as simple as
actively engaging the brain in everyday tasks others are targeted workouts for the brain specifically designed to
enhance memory cognition or creativity i urge you to build a better routine by stepping outside of it find your focus
by rising above the constant cacophony and sharpen your creative prowess by analyzing what really matters most
when it comes to making your ideas happen whether you re looking to improve memory focus or simply enhance
your brain power there are effective ways to sharpen your mind key takeaways engaging in brain exercises like
puzzles and card games can improve memory and concentration 9 bridge bridge is a card game that involves
critical thinking memory and strategic decision making it can be an enjoyable way to keep your brain sharp an older
study of people ages 55 91
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the world has changed and the way we work has to change too with wisdom from 20 leading creative minds
manage your day to day will give you a toolkit for tackling the new challenges of a 24 7 always on workplace
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summary creativity isn t inherent you have to hone it here are a few ways to do that based on neuroscience engage
with nature looking at trees and leaves instead of our electronic devices
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brain exercises can be as simple as actively engaging the brain in everyday tasks others are targeted workouts for
the brain specifically designed to enhance memory cognition or creativity
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i urge you to build a better routine by stepping outside of it find your focus by rising above the constant cacophony
and sharpen your creative prowess by analyzing what really matters most when it comes to making your ideas
happen
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whether you re looking to improve memory focus or simply enhance your brain power there are effective ways to
sharpen your mind key takeaways engaging in brain exercises like puzzles and card games can improve memory
and concentration
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9 bridge bridge is a card game that involves critical thinking memory and strategic decision making it can be an
enjoyable way to keep your brain sharp an older study of people ages 55 91
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